Dash & Albert Icelandia Ocean Hand Knotted Rug
HSDA-DA786-23
Sku: HSDA-DA786-23
Dash & Albert Also available - 2' x 3'; 3' x 5';
2.5'x 8'; 5'x 8'; 8' x 10' and 1'0 x 14'
Note: Special order in
Ship to your home or free pickup in store

A cool blast of luxuriously soft hand-knotted viscose/wool in six
sophisticated neutrals that add a dose of chic to any room. Viscose-blend
rugs offer the same lush feel underfoot as silk, but at a more affordable
price. The delicate fibers of viscose-blend rugs are best suited for lowtraffic, gently used rooms only. Not suitable for homes with children and
pets. FEATURES & BENEFITS: Durable construction; plush, high profile; eyecatching, unusual weave. Because the weave lies in a single direction and is
not apt to pull, hand-knotted rugs can appear lighter from one angle than the
other - an optical illusion that is part of their appeal. Viscose rugs offer the
same feel underfoot as silk rugs. WHERE TO USE: Suitable for low-traffic,
gently used rooms only, such as the guest bedroom. Not suitable for homes
with children or pets. Please note: It is common for wool rugs to shed, as
they are created from natural fibers that form long strands of material that
are then hand-knotted to create delightfully soft and durable area rugs. Due
to the sheared pile, lose fibers will eventually work their way to the surface.
If your wool area rug starts shedding, this is normal. Just trim any tufts of
wool that appear with a sharp pair of scissors; do not pull the fibers. Even
though shedding does occur –and is not preventable–there are steps you can
take to help maintain the shedding of your wool rug. Crafted by artisans
committed to fair-labor practices. 94%Viscose/6%Wool Avoid exposure to
moisture of any kind, as this may cause permanent staining. Best suited for
low-traffic, gently used rooms only. Not suitable for homes with children or
pets. Professionally clean only. Made in India.
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